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LIVELY RUNAWAY
soon as a stable government was in
GETTING
World
An
Alleged
WON'T
contret of the situation.
The
Henry Kamleiter's Horse Crashed
A second subject for the plenipoInto Doctor's Buggy.
to settle will be the surre7nOf Business
VER.Y RAY
Bootlegger
BE GR.EEDY tentiaries
der of all the Russian ships now

NG,

The delivery wagon of the leenter
terned in neutral ports. Sotne are •
1
Kamleiter grocery was smaahed to
inclined to believe that this demand
JAPANESE DEMANDS ON THE will feel: ene of the "essentiale,"
KENNELN HELD TO FED- MOVEMENT TO COMBINE WAG pieces yesterday afternoon about 4 THE JAPS PENDING PEACE
ONWORKS AND RIGLESERAL
GRAND JURY YESo'clock in front of The Register build
foiterelievground
while
others
claim
CONFERENCE ARE QUITE
REASRUSSIANS WILL BE
BERGER'S MILL.
TERDAY.
mg on Broadway, while the shafts
ing that Russia may induce jepan to
ACTIVE.
ONABLE.
and springs of Dr. B. B. Griffith's
take these in part payment of the in.
Miss •Lula Warlord Filed Suit For Furniture Factory Starts Up Next buggy were broken by the collision
demnity.
Monday With Full Force—
$10,000 Against Dr. Dorris—
with the runaway horse.
Europe believes Japan will ermand
World.
Commercial
..
Wagon
Works
Case.
The animal attached to the grocery ARE ADVANCING ALONG
the
neutraliaztion
of
Vladiroshk.
The
GENERAL
IS THE
wagon became scared and came dashWashington government does,. not
FORTY MILE FRONT.
IMPRESSION NOW.
A movement is on foot to combine ing down South Sixth street and Mile
share in this belief. Indeed, in of, Yarerday at noon Deputy United
ficial circles here the statement is States Mlarahal George, 'Saunders ar- the Paducah Wagon Works and the Broadway towards Fifth street The
made without hesitation that such a rived here from Fulton with Ev. Riglesberger milling plant co South horse and buggy of Dr. Griffith was
Without Desire to Humiliate Russia, demand would not be smoderateekoleemsuedy, white, who is charged with Third street and place the consolida- standing in front of his office, oppo- Russians Destroy Two Towns on
Sakhalin Island Which They
and it is known that Ruseia will not ViVortlegging. The accused was given tion upon a solid basis for operation. site The Register. The runaway
The Japanese Will Strive For
'
vtrial before United States Commis- The wagonworks- company is contrail crashed into the physician's rig and
I
permit the subject of Vladivosto t '
Vacated Hurriedly.
Lasting Peace.
• per Armour Gardner and held to ed by Messrs. Edward Hanes.n, Tobe broke the seales and springs under
come before the conference. Ra
i thiefederal grand jury in $300 bond, Stegar and A. B. Wieiams, and cred- the bed,
‘ The Kam-leiter animal was
than to submit to Japan's dict
on this point Russia has let it be ;which he executed and returned home. itorr- have forced sae into bankrupt- the evn to the ground but net hurt,
known that see 'would certainly con- 1a Deputy Saundersi left late in the cy. They have been operating at Sec while the delivery wagon,came near AT TuMEN RIVER
DEFIANT SPIRIT TO
RUSSIANS MAY FIGHT.
tinue the war. Little progress has !afternoon for other portions of West- oriel and Ne'ashington streets. The being reduced to kindling wood.
BE ENTIRELY AVOIDED.
Riglesberger mill has been in the
been made in the direction of an ar- ern Kentucky on official business.
hands of Trustee Robert H. Noble, INFORMAL CALL
mietice. Lendon has not seen 'its
Lady Sues for eto,000.
for the benefit of the people holding
ON THE PRESIDENT.
way clear to aid the president in his
Kuancharigstu, Manchuria, July 27.
Washington,
July 27.—Whether efforts to this end and Japan has in
Yesterday at Wickliffe, Bailerd claims, against it, and has dosed down
—According to reports from Korea,
there is to be ,peace in the Far East the most determined manner indicat- county, ettS09 Lula Warford tiled on South Third near Elizabeth sired. Japanese Peace Envoys Leave New the Japanese continue
advancing
York For Oyster Bay.
or .a continuance of the war will be ed its unwillingness to consent to an $10,000 damages suit against Dr. S. The stock is being sold off piecemeal.
along a forty-mile front. Their vanpractically decided at the first busi- armistice until her plenipotentiaries M. Dorrie, of Bandana, Ballard coun- It is a good saw and planing mill and
guard is now about eighty miles from
ness meeting of the Washington con- have met the Russian, in the confer- ty, for alleged malpractice. The box factory plant, and parties are con
New York, July 27.—Kogoro Ta- the mouth of the rumen river. The
ference, votrice will convene at the ence. The object of this, it is now pkaintiff lives at Ragland, this coun- templating reorganizing the wagon- katera, tee eapanese minister and Koreans estimate the strength of the
navy yard, Portsmouth, N. H., about explained in an authoritative inter- ty, and is the daughter of Me. Wm. eorke and combine it with the mill, peace p' epotentiary, and his col- Japanese at about 40,000 men. Their
August 5. Baron Komura will on view, is because Japan wants to 'be Warford, the well known farmer. the latter to be used in cutting out league, iron Fornura, v-..nt to main force is concentrated' at Kenthat occasion communicate to M. assured that Russia is prepared to August 7th, 1904, she had her arm timber for the vehicles manufactured Oyster Bay this forc.- -en tr -lay a ,, chose.
Witte the essentials of Japan's peace negotiate in seriousness for peace be- broken, and claims that Dr. Dorris and the capacity of the latter branch informal visit to Pre eeset Tee-reel/tee
afternoon the mec.••ig ocand
terms for further negiotiations. This fore the Japanese commanders yield in setting the fractured bones did
d
creach
Japs,Capture a Town.
cur- .1. There are no reports from
it is declared, will not be done in a any of their ground in the field or not do it so the ends would properly
TOkio, July 27.—It is ennounced at
announcu
it
is
'eting
direct,
but
spirit of defiance; indeed, there are give the Russians time to increase knit, thereby leaving the member in
Interurban Road.
army headquarters that the Japanese
bad condition when it did heal. She
many evidences in the possession of thew forces at the front.
Mr. Jeffff J. Read returned yetteer- ' the approaching pease conference army on Sakhalineland on the morn
.has retained Hon. Hal Corbett and day morreng from Union City, Tenn_
sn the chief subject ei 'cussed.
the neutral governments that Japan
ing of July 24, without meeting heavy
Tonight Baron Korrtura arid the
Jucke leielare•Teightfoofecit nere it. where be has been some days on busiis- coming-err- the Wlasthintren cons
resistance from the Russians, cotnaseist in the prosecution of her suit. ness connected with the interurban -anent saion returned ...fie dined inference not imbued with a desire to
menced landing in the neigteborbood
Kaneko
at
the
eireetey
Baron
with
humate Russia, but only to exact
railway he is promoting between that
of Alkova, 700 miles north of Vladterms which will insure a lasting
Wagon Works Case.
city and Reelfoot lake, a detarece of letropolitan club.
ivostok and eight miles north of
The Second and Washington street about twenty-nine miles Mr. Read
peace in the Far East. and which DETECTIVE MOORE RECOVAlexandeovsk and that Aexandrovsk
ng of the Paducati Wagon states that the business people all
will in a measure compensate Japan
ERED LOST PURSE FOR
was seized Tuesday.
presthe
ks
brought
only
$6,000
in
the
for the financial loases in
MR HOGWOOD.
over that section of the country are
leenkrupt court sale, and as this is heartily in favor Ise the railway and
ent confect.
Destroy Two Towns.
Throughout the preliminary nego- Mayor Yeiser Expects to Hear From a itenough to pay the debts of the are giving excellent support that fore
Tokio, July 27.—Rear Admiral Kali
rupt
concern,
a
petition
has
been
SIDES
LAWYERS
FOR
BOTH
Analysis—Will
Rowe
Is
Beer
unforeseen
however,
Japan
has
nothing
tiations,
made it
tells success if
taoka, in reporting the auccenfie
led with Referee Bagby, asking happens. He goes back next week to
Charged With Carrying Gun.
DECIDE ON TOMORROW
dear at wasbington that she wistted
leading of the Japanese forces in the
company's
acpermission
to
sell
the
MORNING.
negothat
unnecessary
tedious
survey
preliminary
avoid
the
to
start off
vicinity of Alexandrovsk, on Sakhalin
Detective ?Above has recovered for cotsnts, stock, etc., to realize enough
tiations.
lleAnished in a few w'eeks' arid
Island, says that the piers at Alexarito
pay
out.
'
Will
Be
the
Arguments
Conductor
'Hogwood
of
N.
C.
&
That
Time
At
then.
takorganization.
actuarTeork
of
"We are not going to the conferdrovs'k, Niyomii and- Mukalce were
Made and Law Quoted in Supen up
ence to write into the law of nations St. L; railroad, the puree and money
found undestroyed, but the enemy had
while
on
ago
Sides.
several
diaye
Both
lost
port
of
he
CALENDAR
OF
SOCIETY.
a new chapter," said a high Japanese
set fire to Murnika and Alkova and
official recently. "For this reaaron the bowie street car No. 10T. The conTobacco House Moves.
was still burning. Alexaixlrovsk was
Tenhas
Eleventh
and
o'clock
got
off
at
by
Many
morning
at
ductor
Delightful
Dance
Enjoyed
Tomorrow
9
Japanese plenipotentiaries will adopt
The big tobacce rehandling house
not burned.
discover
Reed
not
Judge
Last Night—Reception.
the programme of at once laying on nee streets and did
ewned at Bandana by Mr. Farmer been set as the time by
The admiral's report which was rehis
that
distance
away
of
the
law
until
Ft
.
/Me
application
hearing
the
for
the conference table those terms, the
and ethers, is preparing to move to
ceived
at 7:30 p. m. on July 24, says
aboard
writ
pocketbook
crowd
had
left
her
large
of
for
a
Last evening a very
acceptance of which, without neretifi- wife
LaCenter, the town started down on yers of City Jailer Evittlr
that the Japanese flag was hoisted
Wm.
T.
delightful
municthe
car.
Shortly
thereafter
young
people
prevent
the
enjoyed
the
of
prohibition
to
insist
cation, they are inatucted to
the Cairo division of the I. C. by Pabuildings at
over the government
upon as a bares for further negotia- Banks, the colored peddkr, notified dance given at Wallace park pavilion due:thane and' other capitalists. Mr. ipal aldermen of -this city from trying Alexandrovsk without any less on the
the detective that he 'had found a by Dr. and Mrs. J. Victor Varies com- Farmer h the son of Mr. J. W. Farm- the charges preferred against the jailtions."
purse and money on the car and plimentary to the latter's two sisters,
Samuel Beadles. part of the Japanese forces.
with
great
care
Although guarding
er, the tobacconist of this city, and er by Patrolman
wae hokting Same for the owner. The Mines Elsie and Berthaiee Shelley, together with others associated in the There is no oral or other character
the official statement of her term",
To Make Seizure Complete.
sleuth found to whom it belonged. of Dallas, Texas, veto are visiting Pandana plant have decided to lo- of testimony to be taken in the apJapan has not kept from several
Yokohama
July 26.—(Via Honoluit was returned to the conduct? here.
and
ority
conthe
writ,
as
for
a
plication
cate the rehandling house at LaCenfriendly governments the general
n.)—Additional
lu,
troops are
July
jurisdiction
of
Parittcah
friend's
yesterday
received
is
the
ter, where they have bought ground ention set up
character of these terms.
cards announcing that Wednesday and are getting ready to ereict a big the aldermen to proceed with the in- going from Japan to Sakhalin. It is
Beer Analysis.
Offici•I Washington has been envestig-agion. The lawyers, will cite the reported that the Jpanese have in
Mayor Yeiser expects' to receive Mies Elizabeth Coffman, of Mhdisoeabled to form within certain limits a today or tomorrow a report from vine, Ky., and Me. Orbs,Fowier. of building inside of which they will judge law on the matter and make view sendinse6o,000
diers to the iscompleted
work about 6o people when
general idea of their character.
Dr. Curry of the Louisville college Kuttewa, married at Staughtervilie, and ready for business.
their arguments, when he then takes land. Troops are oming into this
It is known that Japan will de- of pharmacy, on the analysis that Ky. Mr. Fowler is casihier of the
the case wider advisement, and if he city daily by train or on foot, and
mand an indemnity that will approx- chemist is making of the bottle of Kuttawa Citizens' bank and well
has to look up much authority in the large quantities of goods are being ree Enlarge Water Plant.
imately covet the cost of the war to beverage taken from the trolley Car known here.
premises * will be several days be- ceived foe shipment.
Mr. Win. &ides, Who owns the hodate. This was communicated to the night the negenes gave their
This evening Miss Garnett Buckfore he decides the controversy, oth•
buildings and oral mines up at
tel
Rosins early in the preliminary nego- memorable ride. The darkies
ner, of Eighth and Jefferson streets,
Vigorous Defense.
erwise an opinion will be rendered
on
Greenville,
mated
yesterday
that
-tiationi The amount still is a se- it is we beer, while the police con- receives cempSierentary to Misses
right away.
Tokio, July 27.— Local military
cret, but it is based upon the most tend it is, and the anagleis is being Berthabee and Elsie Shelley of Dal- getting his water works plant finishyestersides
lawyers
on
both
The
critics,
in discussing the situation in
-careful estimate, of the coat of the made to ascertain whether intoxicat- las, Texas, who are visiting their sis- ed he found he could not supply the day held a conference with the judge North Korea,. predict that the Russ
from
of
the
well
war, and will be accompanied by a ing liquor was in the bottle. When ter. Mrs. J. Victor Voris, of Broad- whole town out
and the date was: decided upon. The eians will vigorously defend Kyong
whence the 'supply was pumped, there
more or less detailed statement the report is received the case way.
jcilee9 legal representatives have not Cheung, to the south of the Turnen
furnishing
fore they had to abandon
showing the method by which the fin- against Will Kirk and Will Diggs,
made before the judge any motion to river. This town is regarded as most
anything except the hotel. Now he
al fiettrei ivere computed It will not colored, will be taken, they being MORE DEATHS FROM
dissolve the temporary writ issued important from a stragical standpoint
supintends
big
lake
for
the
to
dig
a
fall far abort of one billion dollars, charged with selling liquor without a
FEVER AT NEW ORLEANS. ply and then everybody' will be furn- by Mr. Reed to prevent the aldermen as it controls Piet Bay. Kyong
according to advices reaching here license on the cars.
from going ahead despite reports to Cheung is also regarded as the outer
ished.
from well-informed entrees.
the contrary. It is expected that sev- line of the defense of Vladivostok
Board of Health Hopes To Ekadihours will be consumed hearing
eral
the
Besides the indemnity, it is believcate
Epidemic
Before
Fall.
Too Much Aboard.
Factory Resumes.
the
arguments
and legal quotations, MAY JOIN HANDS
ed Japan's other essentials to the conDetective Moore yesterday picked
Next Monday morning the furnitReed will take up the matJudge
tinuance Of the negotiations are the up a drunken white man at the Unate
New Orleans, July 17.—The report
TO PACE ENCSLAND.
ure factory on South Third street
ter at his office in the Columbia build
cessicm to Japan of Sakhalin, of the ion depot and placed him in the cool- of additional new cases or deaths
Norton, will resume with a full
near
ing.
jeao Tung peninsula and of the rail- er. He had so much "red eye" from yellow fryer made public by
German Emperor Anxious For Reforce of over toe men. During the
way as far as Harbin; the recogni- aboard that he had passed that lu- the city board of health today shows
construction of Russian Navy.
summer the force is cut down to the
tion of Japanese predominating in- cid' stage permitting of teeing et
we've newicases and six deaths ocminimum because the buey menthe STEAMER DID
fluence in Korea and the return of name.
urring in the preceding twenty-four
NOT GET AWAY. iBerlin, July 27 --Germany and
always get enougkestock on hand for
Manchuria to China.
'hours. Of the twelve new cases nine this, but now as the winter rusk) is
Russia may join hands to make a
are Italians. Six of the cases' are at coming on the plant will resume with M. Witte, Russian Peace Envoy, An- strong naval front against England.
If the Russian pkrepotentiaries are
Had A Scrap.
•
noyed Somewhat at Delay.
prepai'ed to accept these essentials,
Minor Jones and Addle Smith, col- Sed"411nd 524 St. Philip street, show- all the men possible.
It is said that the meeting of the
Cherbourg, France, July 27.—The czar and the kaiser has been mainly
the officials here are confident that ored, had a fight yesterday near Sixth ing the principal infection to be still
North German Lloyd steamer Kaiser occupied with the question of the
the basis will he laid for negotiations and Campbell streets. They ware ar- in the vicinity of the Freneb market.
New Concerns.
der Grosse, with M. Witte reconstruction of the Russian navy.
Wilhelm
seve to lead to the signing of the rested by Special Police Holt of the 0r4 two of the cases are in the upMr. Wm Brown is preparing to
treaty of Washington, bringing peace I. C. freight yard force, who turned per part of the city. Of the deaths open a photographer's establishment and his party on board, soiled for The czar is anxious to co-operate
in the far East.
the pair over to the police and they one occurred in the hospital, two up at 1701 Meyers street in Mechanics- New York from here today at t :30 p. with Germany by establishing a
town and the other three in French burg, While George Scott is arranging 111.
strong defenaive combine against the
As for the subjects remaining to were locked up.
MI. Witte, the chief Russian peace English naval force".
Market district.
•
be discussed, a tedious one, it is beto start a tin and sheet metal works
The health authorities, after a at rev Meyer,. The latter came 'here plenipotentiary, who is a passenger,
Russia's new Baltic fleet is intendlieved, and one on which Russia will
Had His Artillery.
Will Rowe, colored, was arrested study of the foci, expressed the opin- from St. Louis, where he was in this appears somewhat annoyed at the de- ed to supplement strategically the
be disposed to negotiate with the
lay, the Russian peace party being al- German Baltic
squadron.
Capt.
ggitatest caution, is the prograTT1Mt down about Second and Court streets ion today that there was still hope business
ready late when ccmrpared with the Hintze, who accompanied the kaiser,
for the restoration of Manchuria to yesterday by Officers Crave and Ter- of eradicating the disease before fall,
Japanese. The Russians were most is 'supposed to be the coming man.
Chinese control. Because of the rell and locked up on the charge of and that in any event, with the preKeep Gasoline Outside.
interested in reading the press dis- It •was be who had the dangerous
cautions being taken, a serious epi'confusion and general disorder like- carrying concealed weapons.
people
are
insurance
The fire
describing the arrival in New squabble with Admiral Dewey in
question.
demic
was
out
of
the
ly to ensue in the province after the
thinking of compelling people hand,- patches
York of Baron Konsura and his par- 1898. Admiral Diedrich, was' a mere
Minus His Hat.
withdrawal of the foreign armies,
out
stored
gasoline
'to
keep
same
ling
ty, and expressed the hope that the figurt-head.
The watchman at the freight yards
Japan believes that -.certain time will
Attempted Burglary.
in the yard and not era& the buildreally be
It is said here that before sailing
This morning shortly after 12 ing, otherwise the companies will not Japanese conditions would
be required in which to restore pub- at Sixth and Campbell streets has a
set
forth
in
the die- for America, M. Witte expressed hime
moderate
as
as
lic order and the establishment of a light pearl criesher hat that belongs o'clock burglars tried to break into insure the property because the liquid
patches received here.
self most skeptically,concerning the
regular system of Chinese police pro- to somebody. The night before the the Herringresidence at 533 South is so dangerous,
peace prospects. The contessions he
tection. Doting this period japan watchman found some' young rreadl Third street, but were scared away
The internal revenue authorities at has been entrusted to makie by the
will insist that she retrain in control loitering around' the yards with a' fe- before anything was gotten. The poEmery Sold Out.
of the administration of the province, male in his company and got after lice were notified and Officers Terrell
Mr. Lorenzo Emery ties sold his New York report that recently twen- czar are believed not to be such as
et the same time giving a definite them. They took flight arid in fittest and Cross quickly responded to the cigar and tobacco business under the ty cases of smuggling have ccrme to will satisfy the Japanese.
pledge finally to evacuate as soon as the fellow lost his hat
call, but a search of the neighborhood New Richmond hotel on lower Broad- Tight at Bayonne, N. J. In each inThe autherities of New York have
•hikd to develop anything towards way, and is contemplating going to Ohne° the smuggled geode were
China shall be in a position to take
Oil
compore
in
Standard
brought
to
proof that Frederick E. Carlsecured
and
Booze.
vp the reins of government there
ching the culprits.
Got Full of
Texas to locate.
pany vessels .
ton, now in jail there for wife murmaintain cattier. It is believed the
Detective T. J. Moore last ev
der, had married at least nine women
The Russian bureaucracy is ver
policy to be suggested by Japan in arrested Charles Shephard on the
Moved ?headquarters.
jebilent over the report that Gen•
matterevet not be unlike that fol- charge of being -drunk.
The department of agriculture's in different parts of the country, all
Mr. George Stacey, the umbrella
Linseeds is to advance on the JaP repeirer, hae moved from his old last report on cotton acreage shows but the two fast, whom he is believed
lowed by the Washingtorgeove-rnment with references to C a, troops
Mr. La P. Holland went to Lietch- anew. They want war to preven stand on Sotith Second Oren to 117 a decrease of 14.9 as compared with to have killed, for insurance moneys
under assumed names.
peace.
being withdrawn from the island as i field, Ky., yesterday.
last year.
Proadway, in Emery's cigar store.
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Money 01 Minors Monument
American Villages
For Women HOME OF THE FRIENDLESS
BARTLETT KERR SUING FELIX
RUDOLPH, PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR.
— -Albert Nelson Robinson.Was Granted a Homeopathic Doctor's
Certificate.

LADIES COULD NOT TAKE
OFFER.

For Sixty Days

L. S. DuBois, Prest. H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prest.

Wm, Hughes, Cashier.

STATEMENT

^

41.14

The Paducahl3anking Co.

We will save you 30 per cent. on
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silverware
and Diamonds.

At Close of Business, June 30, 1905.
MAYOR YEISER SAID THE CARRESOU RCES.
NEGIE LIBRARY LAWN
More Than Probable the German VU Genuine Rogers teaspoons, regular Loans and discounts
WAS PLACE.
11.
Sao3,o7o.84
$1.5o grade
lage Will Be Had if Nothing
75e. Cash and exchange
33,182 . 75
Done.
Can
Else
Be
Genuine Rogers lmive
and forks, Furniture and Fixtures
The Committee Will Be Selected at
700.00
$4.5o grade,
Bonds
Next Meeting of Confederate
1,000.00
$2.75
In the county clerk's otiree yesterlady
board
of
The
managers
for the
Veterans Camp.
eay there was fried an amended petiHome of the Friendless find that they A Waltham or Elgin jeweled move$337,953.59
ment in 20 year guaranteed gold
neon in the suit of S. Bartlett Kerr,
Mayor Yeiser yesterday said that are unable to accept the proposition,
LIABILITIES.
filled case
guardian for Albert and Milton RobTraveling
of
the
Paducah
$8.50
Meres
CarCapital
*here was nothing whatever to presoo,000.00
ins, against Felix G. Rudolph, public
Aseeciation regarding assuming
30 per cent. off on solid gold jew- Deposits
vent the Carnegie library lawn at rival
115,619.23
administrator of this county. The
entire Charge of the American Vil- elry.
Rediscounts
Ninith and Broadway from being used
se,5oo.o0
proceeding tis one where Kerr, as
lage
fall
during
the
festival
to
be givTalc account
as the Site for the enenutine'nt that will
1,000.04
Every
free
article
engraved
if
deRob
the
Illinois
for
guardian over in
Surplus
be erected here in the city commem- en during September by the traveling sired. See us for sure bargains.
8,000.00
ins children, sues the public adminismen's
organization.
To
supervise
she
Undivided profits
orative of the loyalty of the Paducah
834.36
tater for poseession'of the children's
women in particular and all Southern village would require the service of
money placed in Mr. Rudolph's hands
an
large
unusually
number
of
assistladies in general, to the Lost Cause
$237;953•59
by order of the county court.
during the civil war. In fact the ants and the ladies believe they would
be
these
unable
secure
to
constantly
mayor said he preferred that place
Property Sold.
for the monument which he was heart and cope with the situation, therefore
Property on the south side of TenTwenty years experience.
in favor .of, and would assists the have had to refuse tee offer.
nessee street has been sold by E. W.
"German Villages- have been run
pioject in any manner possible.
J.
A. Konetzka, Jeweler and Optician.
Whittemore to Frank Levin for $roo,
When Mr. Carnegie donated the at all the carnivals during the past.
311 Broadyaw—Yellow Front.
and the deed filed for record yester$35,000 for the library building, 1r and inside some beer, whisky and I ot h
day with the county clerk.
placed no restriction, whatever upon er liquors aressold, while vaudeville
Roscoe McElya transferred to Mon
use of the lawn fronting the structure shows are kept continually on the
roe C. MrElya for nioo, land lying in
the plot of ground for the institution stage. The privilege of running this
Do you want a first class job by an
the tonnty.
having been purchased by the city of character of establishment inside the
Ed Thurman ectd to C. M. Black
Paducah out of the public treasury grounds has reduced things to disexpert workman? If you do take
for $75, property lying in the Thurand is in fun ,possession of the town agreeable debauchery inside where
man addition to the city.
people would get drunk, carouse and
it to
authorities.
Eli Culp bought from C. M. Black
From all sides yesterday could be raise the devil, much to the disgust of
f
1'95, property in the Thurmanadheard commendable expressions re: respectable people. Not desiring to
garding the movement sto raise a fund have a "German Village" during their
for the erection of the monument, and festival, the traveling men intend to
Licensed to Marry.
run an "American ViHage" inside of
224 Broadway,
Paducah, Ky.
erne- Freeman, aged 23, and Fran all were of the opinion that no trouble which will be sold only soft drinks,
whatever would be encountered in
Headquarters
Spaulding
for
baseball
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CALL ON MIKADO. wide, with fifteen foot grassy plots
Davis is about 55 years of age and
between street and six foot concrete
has a family, while Newman is about
fifty and has children also.
Emperor Receives Secretary of War sidewalks to be land alongside the
and Miss Roosevelt.
thoroughfare. The street work alone
Highest price paid for second-hand
Tokio, July 27. -Emperor and em- is preparing the acklitioir, will cost
A conselidation of all the coal
mines en the Southern railway be- press of Japan yesterday received in something like $5,000.
tween Ease St. Louis and Centralia. audience and entertained at luncheon,
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
IN., has been effected by a syndicate the official members of the party of
No Heat Now
Secretary Taft..., Shortly before noon To cause the fresh paint to blister.
'organized for the purpose.
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
Secretari Taft was driven to the im- Painting done now will stay painted
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
The strike of 700 miners in the Sag- perial palace in the state carriage.
sr
‘
a we do set work_
Buy anything and sell everything
Lloyd C. Griscom, the American
inaw, Mich., district was settled.
Warren Sr Son, lot North Sixth.
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
minister to Japan, escorted Mies Alice Phone 544-A.
Old phone '34
218-220 Court st.
Roosevelt to the palace. Crowds of
411.44",
TAKE
people lined the streets during the
Emperor William has announced
passage of the distinguished visitors that he will iris* King Christian' at
along the streets to the palace.
an early date.
At the palace the imperial princes
Moving wagon in connection.
, attended by the royal
For perfection and Fargo smoke
For that Tired Feel- and princesses
personages of the emperor's housetoe cigar.
ing, Loss of Appetite, hold; the miliitery and neval staffs, Elk Dream
Henry Mammen, sr., the reliabli
membens of the cabinet and council
Patti Morton hav been elected pres•
Nervous Depres sion of
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reception
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presentati
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ter Griwom made
Guaranteed to cure the
exclusive book binder in Paducab Phone 196. eoolee Broadway,
emperor, while Madame Griscom
At the head of the class, Elk? worth of city property for sale and
Chills and Fever. For performed a like office when -the vis- Dream TOC Cigar.
Library, work a specialty.
PADUCAH, KY.
thirty-five farms, also three safes.
sale by All Drug Stores itors appeared before the empress.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when inHouses for rent,
'The court presented a brilliant specMat Lehnert. an 014 citizen, dropdicated.
Sebscribe For The Register.
Telephone, old, KA& ar
Price 50c per Bottle. tacle during the ceremonies.
ped dead at Martisork,
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America need to play for even is to
eireoeleartetrire17.1111:8M,
slap a duty on these goods and the
trade would die immediately. There
is no article which this country buys
MR JOHN BLEECKER WILL
troll) China which could not be
RETURN FROM NASHVILLE
bought elsewhere just a.i well and
TODAY.
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware
just as cheap. Tea will come from
--- --deIndia, silk from France and India, Mr. D. ?. Robineon Left Nashville
part
ment
for
our
For
Boston
estab
to
lishment, and are carrying_ ajmammoth.
Join M. Waco'hides from the Argentine, and wool
worth and Others.
from the same cotintry and Australia.
stock recognized as one of the finestin-the-state
.-— It includes
Even the Chinese mattings, of Which
1.1r.
Lieecker will return toStoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Granwe buy $1,000,000 worth a year, could day from Nashville, Tenn., where he
went
several
days
ago
with
Mr.
D.
as well come from Japan, and now
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails
P. Robinson, another of the Stone
, Builders'
that the war is about over, probably
& Webster company that bought up
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to
v. ill. There was a time when fire- the street railway, gas and
steam
that carried by the
crackers had tem come from China, or heating companies of this city. Mr.
leadi
ng houses of the country.
the American boy would be at a loss Robinson formerly resided at Nashvilbe
for
a
number
of
years
and
wantPaduca:
e
Chief
to celebrate the glorious Fourth; bite
ed to go dovAi there for a sojourn
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis
that day has passed, and the growth While in this section
with leadof the country.
PUBLISHED BY THE
of American firecracker factories is He went on to his home in Boston,
ingho
uses,
we
are
in
posit
ion to give the best for the least money.
REGISTER NEWSPAPER
CO.. indicated in 'the regular decline of Max., from that place, while Mr.
Blee-cker
wile
return
(Incorporated)
here
today to
that item of import fnoan Dearly half
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varie
remain indefinitely, looking over the
d stock.
At Register Building, 523 Broadway. a million dollars worth in- 1897 to
book's of the three concerns his comabout half that -stun last Year. The pany bought out, -o as to see
if the
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
-Chinks" would do well to stop and claims of the old owners are borne
out by figures, regarding the busigOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
think ere it is too late.
ness of the corporations. Vs-'hen he
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
finishes
'his work the deal for the
The Japs are making it hard for
property will be closed.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu- the Russians to decline to accept
The people composing the Stone &
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. their terms ci peace by declaring their Webster company are among the
demands will be so reasonable that beading business men of the country
the Russians cannot afford to parley over, all coming from wealthy and
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through
out the East and other points.
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Fix
2.50 only winning the Japs favor but creat
Mr.
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Oleo- 'f. --the
.
1.25
ing the idea that the work of the con- day, is a son of Rear Admiral BleeckID- V • •• c
TO
ference will be disposed of in a few er, of the United States navy, who
has been placed on -the retired list.
The Jays are
'in to receive this paper days at the most.
after a brilliant service covering a
r
ould report the matter to clearly shrewd diplomats.
long period of years. He was) reer office at once.
Telegarded as one of the best posted and
'er'
It is now ckar that ex-Secretary shrewdest miernher of the
318.
admiralty.
Paul Morton !de the cabinet for
"filthy lucre" though he failed to get
a "roast" from President Roosevelt
arid Secretary Taft for doing so. The
ex-serretary.
1s then
tEtte—d_E
a presi- MRS.
BLARP: GODFREY -OUT
dent of the Equitable Life Assueance
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Society t the ealary of $8o,000 per
24-:; tg, July 28, 1905.
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year, ten times what he -got as secMrs. Amanda Wilhelm Able to Be Up
retary.
on Crutches Now--Mr. T. A.
Public C:ncials and Graft.
Baker Ill of Congestion.
The tw? emperors who meet at sea
Justice David J. Brewer, cif the
United States supreme court, in a for their: honfab most completely
7mIrs Bake God-frey. wife of time
recent address before a convention, of threw all other cliplorrevs off the Y. Ml. C. A. secretary, is able to be
Insurance agents at Milwaukee, thus wrack. There is still no explanation out after a several days' illness.
Capt. William Smith, the tobacco
excoriates graft in public officials: as to Why the meeting .oaroirred and
dealer, has received word that his
"There was never a truer saying than what was said during the chat.
brother, Mr. Chris Smith, is much
that by Grover Cleveland, that a pubbetter at Claricsville, Teen., and
It ia again said that the president about able to be tsp.
lic office is a public trust. There is
Mre. Amanda Wilhekri is able 'td
today so much grafting going on will call the approaching congress
be up on crutches, after a ten days'
among public officials as to startle together at an earlier date than Deconfinernient as a result of being ruts
glgeggoreseegoegooggagalealielattaaesalt.atEllInalallosa=310111MMIll
us. I am not speaking now about the cernber He seerne anxious to get the into by a wagon at
--Sixth and JeffertIlla=1111•1111111111
coarser kind of grafting, such a-s buy- body in trim for some reasOn not son streets.
.1 j
A
ss Dow Husbands aM'I continues
ir.g votes, paying money, etc., which fully declared.
daily to itnprove from her attack of
we all coudeenn. I have reference to
How Wars Are Ended.
fever and heart trouble, which was
the more hesidious ways that the one
precarimse for ninny days.
holding public office i not carrying
How wil) Russia and Japan, ma-bea
Miss Lena Hennebergee_ao_confinon the duties of that office with an tired of fIghting, make peace?
ed at her home on South Third street
Ire die- Spanish-American war Spain with an attack of illness which sudeye single to his trust, in prostituting
entered into negotiations with Amer- denly overcome her yesterday.
,had, there being tine eatables, ocod
in one way or snot her that office for
ica through an intermediary, naturalOfficer Scott Ferguson, of the
music and a general jelificetion for
his own gain or the gain of 'his ly France.
police force, was able to resume his
Deal ho band furnished
I everybody.
friends.
The Graeco-Turkish war came to a district thie morning, after a several
the music for the occasion.
PADUCAHANS WILL ATTEND
"This has been a year which may dose through Greece asking the great days' confinement with illness.
COMMITTEE
HAS ALREADY
REUNION OF PIERCE
The Verdict of Public Opinion.
Cashier llesou.s A. Baker, of the
be characterized as one of great in- powers to obtain terms for her from
TAKEN UP THIS IMPORTa too-powerful adversary. In *this First National bank is confined at
(New
York
CAMP.
World.)
surance upheaval. The press has
ANT WORK
case the defeated powe-r, pending a hie home on Ninth and Madison
public 'opinion was the first great
been full of start:Bog allegatiousin settlement, practicably effaced
streets
Big
Crowd
Bandana
at
with
drove
Yesterd
-the
malefact
an
ay At.'
or from Mr. Rhodes Will
k
attack of congestion.
herBe Assisted by B.
respect to the manner in which 5I07The self.
tending Woodmen of World CelFireman Sydney Gilbert of the
has own people to the desert., to live
H. Scott, C. K. Wheeler, C. E.
In the Ohino-Japanese war the de- Tenth and Clay street stationhouse.
ehration--Another Trip.
an exile, with every man's hand
insurance business has been conductJennings and Rev. Newell.
against him. Its- judgment"..i are still
ed. The result has been prejudicial feated power entered into negotia- ie laying off for a few days on actions with the conquerer direct, and count of suffering front an attack of
Colonei Reuben Rowland yesterday true and righteous. Cunning lawyer,
The comrintee selected for the pur
to the interest of a certain company not
received an invitation from General may befog juries. Xi turagdorrs may
obviously unjust, were afterward cliiike and fever.
pose of looking after the question of
and also to the intereses and business altered in accordance with
H. B. Lyon, of Edelvvilk, to attend hick behind technicalities. But there
the wishlocating here the big Meth:di/A colof others.
es (and interests) of Russia, France
the reuni- n of the James Pierce camp are verdicts of public opinion whioh
Dangerous Submarine Craft.
lage
are not di 'posed to kt any grass
of Confederate veterans next Tuesday are branded into their skin and which
"Everyone charged with a trust, and Germany.
(New York Press.)
grow under their feet, as -yesterday in
At
the end of the war between
The repeated ,accidents to subena- at Eddyville. The general also per- they cam never erase Not for all of- a carriage they went
abould• have an eye 'tingle to that
out and looked
Russia and Turkey, the latter power rine-ea—in a little
more than a year mitted the Paducahan to invite other fense*, but for certain offenses that is over several sites around
trust. The moment private pecuniary sued
the outskirts
directly for pewee, and a treaty four of these craft have been lost veterans up for the gathering that will "the great corrective and punitive." of
.he pity and also beyord the csrxgain is sought through the advantage was made, which, being
too advan- with great eacrifice of life in each be attended by the large camp mem- It-' value cannot be easily overesti- porate limits.
They intend to daily
of that trust some or is guilty of tageous to Russia, was recast by the case—would seem to
prove that the bership and also many outside sol- mated. There are men in .New York keep visiting suitetrke location'
s and
now who are finding the verdict of
grafting. Fce instance, trust funds great powers.
safe navigation of the ocean depth", diers.
get optionel on same from the owners,.
•
In
the
Franco-German war the like the safe navigation of the air,
The gathering will be held right in public opinion scarcely lees blighting
are the funds of this insurance comwhile in
njunction with this week
belligerents), through negotiating di- is a problem which has not yet been Ecklyville and a big time is being ar- than the sentence of a criminal court.
they will also keep mingling among
pany and this ale* that bank and this rectly,
arrived at terms without ob- solved, however far on the road to- ranged for. Several will go up from
the people for sufeeriptions to the
and that trust company. We will taining outside help, or euffering
out- ward solution inventors and experi- here for the occasino.
Slandering the Defenseless Hog.
fund neoessary for the purchase of
take these trust fund", put our asset's side interference.
mentors may have traveled. Each
(lewiell, Mo., Republican.)
the property in case the trustees of
No two modern belligerents have accident differs from the preceding
in their place and let the insurance
When a men won't give his wife the Sneed fand
Another Auto Outing.
decide to choose Pamade peace in precisely the same way. one and from each some weak point
The members of the Paducah Auto- any money nor pay the preacher nor ducah as the city for that
company carry. them, until we can
college to
is undoubtedly discovered. But it mobile club are preparing for another cdeiribute a cent to build up his be allotted
West Kentucky.
sell them for a prorate
It is now estimated that the cost seems as if the number aud variety of Stmday luting, and Presiden
t Ben town )or country, some people call
Mr. Hairy Rhodes is chairman of
"They hove•oestoriie l to' make these to all interests affected by the team- the accidents ebould give pause
to Weilie has called a meeting for next him a 'hog, hut that is a slander— the committ
ee, and has selected asfunds inure to their private gain sters' strike in Chicago was about those enthusiasts; who regard sesbma- Tuesday evening by the machine own slander against the hog. The bog
sistarrte of Meese's. B. H. Scott, Chas.
and cast vacua the company the risk, $rocoo,000. The cost to the unions rine navigation as a problem alithady era for the purpose of outlining their does pay. He pays the doctor, the
and strikers is estimated at Sreaco.000. solved, are now- advocaeng the as- Text trip, which will probably be one preacher, the storekeeper, builds a E. Jennings, Charles; K. Wheeler and
great or small, of that. speculation.
Rev. T J Newell, latter pastor of the
The extra expense to the city gov- signment of the sutimarine to a def- week from the
coming Sunday, and new hnnee for the wife, buys organs, Eroadway
There are such temptation-3 as the ernment caused by the strike
Meth-hlist church
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(New York World.)
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The Last Week Of My Cost Sale

With The Sick

I

After August 1st, my entire stock will be turned
over to the GEO. ROCK SHOE CO., who will continue the business in the same straightforward way
that I have tried to conduct my business for the
past 48 years.
You had better take advantage of my cost sale
while it lasts, as it is a rare opportunity for you.
I want to thank my many patrons for their continued patronage, and trust you will continue patronizing the Geo.Rock Shoe Co. I will continue to
keep my desk at the store and will be glad to welcome my friends and old patrons. Yours Respt.,

GEO. ROCK•

321 Broadway,
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PURE COAL

Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, bur
ns up clean and makes no clinkers

F„amily Lump,well:screened llc bu.
Large Nut
10c bu

Place your order for coal with us
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Nut
10c bu.
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Are You Bilious? Personal Mention.

I WOLFF'SSPECIALSALE

Have you that tired, worn-out feeling? Do you have blind or dizzy
!dirs. B. M. MeNeilly returned yesspells? Do you have shooting pains torday from Crittenden Springs.
in the head, back, arms and legs? Is
Mr. Adolph Levy, the whiskey
your appetite bad? If you have these drummer, has returned from a Sousymptoms you need a
them n trip.
Mr. J. M. Tones, of Clinton, Ky.,
is visiting Mr. Clyde Cooper, of
South Ninth.
This
The price is 5 cents each.
M. George Bernhard has returnweek they cost you nothing. Their ed from a trfp to Chicago.
,Lawyer Thomas 1‘11cGregor went
value to you cannot be estimated because they may save you a long spell to Mlaytield last evening.
The
of illness, or even your life.
Mrs. George 0. Hart and mother,
dose is one every 30 days.
Mrs. M. D. Harris, left yesterday
Manufactured only at
for Marion, Ky., to visit.
Mrs. Fred Acker and sisters, - Mfisses Ella and Elizabeth Householder,
returned last night friam making the
round trip up the Tennessee river
aboard' the steamer Kentucky.
Mrs. A. F. Lagerwall and son,
Prescriptions called for and delivleft this morning for a visMaurice,
ered to any part of the city.
it in nerniphis.
Phones No. IS°.
'Nfaster Janies Keegan has -teturnCer. 4th and Broadway,
ed from visiting in Hopkinsvilde,
Ky.
KENTUCKY.
PADUCAH,
Miss Mary E. Rogers is visiting in
Cape Girardieau, Mo.
Miss Edna Gockel will return tofrom visiting in Golconda.
Dr. Frank Boyd and wife went to
Michigan yesterday for several weeks.
WILL M'CLELLAND, COLORED,
'Mrs. H. D. Hudson and sister, Miss
RAIDING SECOND ROOM
Allie Yates, Of Jonesboro, Ark., are
WHEN CAUGHT.
B.
A.
Messrs.
visiting their brothers,
and Leslie Yaass.
Stole Revolver From Servant in The
the life insurance c:rtnipany he repreRehkopf Yard sand Rings From
ients.
Quarters in Beswell Yard.
,FOR RENT — Two furnished
Abbott
J.
Charles
Mr. and MTS.
rooms at 41o'South Third street.
and daughter have returned from visThe prize burglar for the juvenile
iting in Chicago and Mackinac Island,.._, class was caught red-handed last
furnished
a
sWANTED—To rent
Misses Berne and Edna Dunnitigii evening eanly at his tricks and lockhouse. Address L., care Register.
of Carbondale, Ill., are visiting Mr,. ed up at the City Hall for trial beM. liazotte.
STRAYED—One datic mare mule, Henry
fore the judge this morning. He is
Allie and Nell Happy, of
'Misses
de,
for
paid
Will McClelland, of 521 Campbell
14. hawks. high. Reward
Mayfield, are visiting Mrs. Joe Ford, street, and was caught while steallivery tol'A.. f. Laevison & Co.
on Harrison street.
ing from the room of Hattie Hord,
Mr. Henry Hughes and wife have a
RENT--Furnished rooms
colored servant whose rooms to
FOR
for a sojourn at French Lick
within three blocks of Fourth and gone
the near of the Boswell residence, on
Springs, Ind,
North Fifth 'between Madison and
-EthicTsidy. dtirg old phone 613-4.
Mr. Joe Maxwell and wife have Harrison streets. He - had donned
Tenn., to visit.
POSITION WANTED—By nice gone to Martini,
the true bold burglar style, as in his
Covington has returned
H.
E.
Mr.
housedoing
girl,
white
pocket was found a gun as big as
--:18-year old
horn Mayfield
was. The lad is only thirteen
work.. Address L. R., this office.
be
Mr. Charles Stubblefield and wife years of age, and colored.
tare...visiting-in Mayfield- _.
-STRA-YErveitf dark bry,
" Yeerefdlay--ererring shortfy-- before
Mr. Emery Hobson has returned dark the Hord woman went to ,her
one
and
mules,
mare
and
hand horse
from Mayfield.
room and unlotking the door, enterI3%-hand clay color horse mule. ReMrs. S. L. Davis and von returned ed. To her great surprise there was
muk-s
the
of
delivery
for
ward paid
'terVille, Ill.
yierday from Col,
the small boy leaning over her open
to A. M.J.aevison & Co.
Mrs. Belle Baker, of Eddyvi/le, re- trunk intently, selecting several gold
ng
tie. home yesterday after_visiti
rings and other valuables from inFOR SALE—A two-story frame
r: seas, Messrs. Thomas and Ned side, and, apparently oblivious to the
dwelling, seven rooms, lane recep.. ker, the ne.rspaper tnen.
entrance of the negrese. . The woman
tion hall, hot and cold water, goad
0. Mc Broom returned
Georwe
Mr.
shy&
with
yard
nice
grabbed a stick and made for the kid
out buildirara,
St. Louis, where he
trees. Wil sell on terms to snit pur- yesterday from
who leaped through the window,
-.le gathering of agents for and springing on top of - the rear
attended
at
Apply
reasonable.
Price
chaser.
'Mr. Er..-nett Gleaves, of Carthage, fenck jumped over, but to his mis924 North Seventh street. New
Mo., we, i to Dawson yesterday after fortune landed right in the arms of
phone No. 6ao.
his father, Mr. Eugene a colored man standing ant in the
visiting
&leaves
alleyway. The man held the lad and
Friday Morning, July 28, 1905.
Mr. W. R. Hayes and family re- he was turned over to Officers
turned yesterday from visiting at Johnson and Rogers, who, went down
Dyersi urg, Tenn.
after him. The. four rings lie had
Mr. -Toe Roth has returned from stolen from the Hord woman -were
Louis.ilk..
recovered. He had broken out the FOR CONTROL OF CHINA
Stor.keeper John Trent, of the I. screen to the window in effecting an
AND TABLEWARE TRADE.
C. locil shops, has gone to Water entrance.
attend the wedding
East Liverpool, 0., July 27.—A corn
After the arrest of the kid it de— Miss Audrey Taylor is ill of ma- Valley. Miss, to
that will practically control
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bination
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Run
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stolen
had
be
that
veloped
larial fever.
Craig, of Princeton, Ky. from the room, of Annie Morton. the the tableware and china trade of this
—Mote cloudy and showery with- - Mrs. R. H.
is visiti ,g her son, Mr. S. J. Craig.
colored servant residing in the rear country has virtually been effected
er is the prediction for today.
Mr. T:•ornas Baskett went to Ten- yard of Mrs. Emma Refikopfs resi- and a pottery trust with $40,000.000
—Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kreutezr, of
on business.
dence at Fifth and Monroe, which is capital is regarded by interested man
South Fourth street, have a new girl nessee ye derday
Harrison and .aon, ci only one and a hall squares from the ufacturers in this 'city as an accompRiAisol
Mrs.
baby.
, are visiting Mrs. Boswell home. In this instance the lished fact. Promoters have been
—This evening at 7:30 o'clock the Union City. T‘nn
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tian church.
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small amount of money.
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Murrell.
boards, therefore can think of no ation equally as well as the others the Sebrings, who run three plants at
Surgeon
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one more suited for the place than and get away with the booty without Sebring, 0., are also out of it.
* ital, operated on
ria twist)
This city is to be the headquarters
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to permit
succeeded had
ailing gentleman is connected
the road and was brought 'here for councilman from the Fourth ward in portune return of the Hord woman,
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FULL COMPLEMENT OP
CONSERVATIVE VOTERS.
y morning before day—Yesterda
OFFICERS FOR FIRST.
•
light residents along Kentucky aveJuly 27.—The First regLouisville,
nue., from Seventh to Ninth were
Stand for Re-election.
Kentucky, commanded by
of
iment
frlisvallentlie by several pistol shots, but
As your dean, progressive and exCol. Risme Hindman, will go to the
the officers have not yet fathomed cellent record stands as a monument
encampment at Paducah August t6
cioting.
what canoed the
of the appreciative manner in which
with a full complement of field and
—A mule yesterday kicked a ne- you have served your constituents
membership in line officers, and the nine companies
for
applicants
All
gro in the head M Fletch Terrell' most faithfully in years gone by,
the Fraternal Order of Eagles are will be practically filled with men
stabfe,-dn South Third, but the cran- there is urged upon Alderman Dick
notified that charter fees must be A meeting of the council of adminium proved,harder than the iron Davis the necessity of his name being
without delay, in order that all istration, consisting of the field and
paid
piapyiso the It nisnal's hoof just bounc- used for re-election in the coming
examinations can be com- staff officers, was held recently, and
medical
ed off and no harm was done.
primary in order ta keep in the leg- pleted before Wednesday, August 3, the company commanders of each
—E. B. Austin, hf Unionville, Ill., islative hoards of the city the best
the date of installation. Those who company reported that their comwas picked up unconscious at the men possible.
have paid charter fee should be ex- panies were practically full. At the
wharf yesterday morning, and taken
BUSINESS MEN. amined at once, in order to save de- meeting it was arranged that the reg'in the teitrot wagon to Riverside
lay and possible trouble at the last iment leave Louisville with nine comhospital, where it waaefound he was
Electric Railway Talk.
moment. Charter list closes on date panies, a hospital corps and a band,
only "dead drunk" and not „physically
(Flardwell News )
mentioned, and those desiring to ap- and the First regiment is expected
-Ndead.
An electric railway company of ply should do so immediately. Fees to present a fine appearance at the
Peoria, Ill,. in looking over the field must accompany application.
annual encampment.
Mr. Durrett Accepts.
to ascertain the feasibility of buildLOUIS P. HEAD.
ing an electric car line from ColurnATTEMPTED WIFE MURDER
In reply to the flattering call of bus through several counties in' West
AND THEN SUICIDED.
BAY.
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A
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"ivfiany Friends" in your Sunday is- Kentucky. According to our informTex., July 27.--Cle
Longview,
27.—MinisOyster Bay. L. I., July
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Japan,
of
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ter
Kogoro
vices to the city of Paducah are pany to begin the line at Columbus,
the forth- east of here, yesterday tried to
Milburn, of the Japanese envoys of
worth retaining in the capacity of al- run through Arlington,
a guest his wife and then committed suicide.
was
,
conference
peace
coming
dermen, I vifl be proud to serve an- Lowes, Paducah, Woodville, HinkleHis wife is dangerouely hurt. Suiti;yesterday.
of
other term, promising in the future, vine, Bilaudvilk, Bardwell and return of the president a part
was in the 'battle against the
=erg
Takahira's second
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the greatest number with good, was given to us by Attorney H. L. visit to Sagamore
and was wounded in the
ren3
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His visit yesterday related to
wholesome and liberal legislation.
Wiley, of Arlington, who is represent weeks.
head.
negotiations.
Yours truly,
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OFF our regular Plain Marked prices

T
Per Cent,

For CashOnly

Before moving back in our own new
building,327 BROADWAY, we have decided to sacrifice our stock, to
keep from moving, and at the same time make room for our immense
Fall and Holiday stock which will arrive September 1st.

McPHER.SON'S
DRUG STORE

TEMPORARILY Rita BUILDING,
318 BROADWAY.

J. L WOLFF, Jeweler,

•
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I\Torriam!

Juvenile Burglar

COLUMN
I WANT 1

West Kentucky Coal Co:

4.
I.

HAS PURCHASED THE ENTIRE PLANT
OF THE UNSER STATES GAS, COAL &
COKE CO., AND TRApEWATER COAL
CO. NO CHANGE IN MANAGEMENT

DON'T FORGET

+

t

•

'WM MUCKY COAL CO.
INCORPORATED.

Both Phones 254.

-

Second and Ohio Strat
i
:el

++++++++++ +++++++++
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NOTICE TO EAGLES

a

Be Healthy and Strong

•

Pure Malt is recognised everywhere a• the surest,
quickest builder of health and cd:cr.a. The most
carefully selected malt and hops ars mod in the
brewing of

fi

Belvedere
the Master Brew

•

Belvedere nourishen t‘e nerves and muscles. It's good
for sick people and onvalescents because it's PURE
and property aged. And it's good for everybody
who enjoys a clear, sparkling, perfect beer—the best
beer to be found anywhere.11101111.1111.11ftiamierb

•11
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Ask for Belvedere, the Master Brew, and
See that Yon Get It.
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paducab Brewery Company
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PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
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Ask Your Grocer 5, .
For KEVILS 5.
ARISTOCRAT ROM
Standard Flour of
The World,
A;
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Jar. G. Jones, an army prisoner at
Fort „Banks, Mass., being held for desertion, is to be tried for lunacy, having written many love letters to Win
Alice Roosevelt. •

What is knows as the West Kenlucky Coal company of New York
has bought the Wheatcroft pinata in
Webster county, Ky., at a cost of
$300,000. This is valuable property.

litif4. Lockwood, who

J. W. Cox, a barber, has mysterwas liresident'of a bank which failed at Orange iously disappeared from 'Trenton,
VA swiss arrested on the rAlarge of Tenn., deserting a wife and two children,
Mtat,
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